Introduction Introduction
• The aim is to develop a theory that systematically includes anisotropic turbulence and internal waves • The difficulty: turbulence is a nonlinear, multi-scale, stochastic phenomenon. Analytical theories exist for simplest flows that are locally isotropic and depend on a single dimensionless parameter, Re. Geophysical flows are anisotropic with waves
• Reynolds averaging does not differentiate between scales and does not discern contributions from different processes. Reynolds stress closures employ the concept of "invariant modeling" and are not flexible enough
• Spectral approach is more suitable
The Quasi-Normal Scale Elimination (QNSE) theory of turbulence with stratification 
ν ν ν z -horizontal and vertical eddy viscosities, P αβ -projection operator
κ κ κ h and κ κ κ κ z are horizontal and vertical eddy diffusivities
φ is the angle between k and the vertical, Eliminate pressure using continuity equation; obtain momentum equation in a self-contained form using formal solution to the temperature equation:
is a stochastic force representing stirring of a given velocity mode by all other modes; postulated as quasi-Gaussian, solenoidal, homogeneous in space and time:
As in other quasi-normal models, we seek the solution in the form
Due to anisotropy, viscosities and diffusivities are different in the vertical and horizontal directions.
Our goal is to calculate the mapping parameters, ν ν ν ν h ,ν ν ν ν z κ κ κ κ h ,κ κ κ κ z Effective viscosities and diffusivities in Green functions describe damping of a mode by nonlinear interactions with all other modes.
In other words: mapping onto quasi-Gaussian fields governed by the Langevin equations
Normal Scale Elimination (QNSE) method -Quasi
Central problem is treatment of nonlinearity. Perturbative solution based on expansion parameter Re is strongly divergent General idea: Re is O(1) for smallest scales of motion =>
• Derive formal solution for these small scales
• Using the assumption of Quasi-Gaussianity perform averaging over infinitesimal band of small scales. Compute corrections to "effective" or "eddy" viscosity and heat diffusivity. Viscosity increases; Re for the next band remains small 
• Repeat the above procedure for next band of smallest scales.
Theoretical results
We obtain a coupled system of 4 differential equations for all corrections. The system is solved analytically for weak and numerically for arbitrary stratification yielding expressions for scale-dependent horizontal and vertical eddy viscosities and eddy diffusivities.
Partial scale elimination yields a subgrid-scale model for LES; complete scale elimination yields eddy viscosities and eddy diffusivities for RANS (Reynoldsaverage Navier-Stokes) models. 
Case of weak stable stratification
Transition from -5/3 to -3 spectrum at large scales; coefficients are in a good agreement with experimental data and LES (Carnevale et al, JFM, 2001 ).
Due to anisotropy traditional 3D energy spectrum provides only limited information. Various 1D spectra are computed analytically for weak stratification:
The Gargett et al.(1981) -normalized spectrum of the vertical shear:
This scaling presents the normalized vertical shear spectrum as a universal function of (k/k O ). The QNSE theory provides rigorous theoretical basis for this universal scaling
Comparison with experimental data Comparison with experimental data
The spectrum of the vertical shear of the horizontal velocity in the ocean; data from Gregg, Winkel, Sanford, JPO (1993) . The theoretical prediction is shown by a gray line. This is the first time that these spectra are derived within an analytical theory.
S. Smith et al., JAS, 1987
Our theory predicts the vertical spectrum which is in a good agreement with the spectra observed in the stratosphere, troposphere, mesosphere, and thermosphere (our prediction is well approximated by the dashed line).
Another exampleAtmospheric spectra Other 1D spectra Other 1D spectra 
The anisotropization manifests itself as energy increase in the horizontal velocity components at the expense of their vertical counterpart 
